This space is for a 16€ duty stamp

Write in capital letters with a black ink pen

Abbreviation of the town you live in (i.e. PV for Pavia)

Count the pages of this form plus those of the other form included in the kit, then add the number of photocopies you are sending with the kit

Sign here!
58. SEZIONE 6 - RICHIESTA RINNOVO TITOLO / DOCUMENTO DI VIAGGIO

60. TITOLO DI VIAGGIO PER APOLIDE (c)
61. DOCUMENTO DI VIAGGIO PER RIFUGIATO (c)
62. PERIODO PER IL QUALE SI CHIEDE IL RINNOVO (c)
63. 1 ANNO (c)
64. 2 ANNI (c)

65. SEZIONE 7 - RECAPITO IN ITALIA DEL RICHIEDENTE

56. PROVINCIA (c) PV
57. COMUNE PAVIA
58. INDIRIZZO VIA
59. NUMERO CIVICO
60. SCALA
61. INTERNO
62. E-MAIL ADDRESS
63. TELEFONO FISSO IN ITALIA (FACOLTATIVO) (p)
64. TELEFONO CELLULARE IN ITALIA (FACOLTATIVO) (p)
65. 2 CAP
66. ZIP Code
67. Telephone no. (i.e. 320/1234567)

66. SEZIONE 8 - RECAPITO PER EVENTUALI COMUNICAZIONI (a)

77. PRESSO (f)
78. PROVINCIA (b)
79. COMUNE
80. INDIRIZZO
81. NUMERO CIVICO
82. SCALA
83. INTERNO
84. CAP

ADD THE SPECIFIC ADDRESS INCLUDING CIVIC NUMBER

ADDRESS FOR FIRST APPLICATION

ADDRESS IN ITALY

Abbreviation of the town (in this case, PV for Pavia)

Name of the Hotel, of the friend or relative who’s hosting you, name on home intercom in case it’s not yours

Full address
DOCUMENTS TO INCLUDE IN THE KIT

1ST APPLICATION:
- Copy of **health insurance payment receipt**;
- Copy of **passport**, just the page with your picture, and copy of **visa**,
- Copy of **enrollment certificate** and **admission letter** stamped by the ItalianConsulate/Embassy, if available;
- Copy of **accomodation letter**

RENEWALS:
- Copy of **health insurance payment receipt**
- Copy of **passport**, just the page with your picture
- Copy of **enrollment certificate including transcript**
- **Money evidence** (i.e. printout of a bank account or scholarship notification letter, in case you are awarded any)
- Copy of **expiring/expired residence permit**
- Copy of **accomodation letter**

Keep Form 2 inside the kit even though you haven’t filled it.

APPLICATION COSTS

16€ Duty stamp (to be put on the form)
30€ Kit (to pay upon submission of the kit)
30,46€ + 40€ Electronic residence permit + Administrative tax = (amount to be specified on the payment slip)

Total amount 116,46€